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Important, but obscure, sysadmin tool osquery gets a foundation of its own [2]

But users think osquery's founder, Facebook, has been neglecting osquery. Going forward,
Facebook has turned osquery over to The Linux Foundation. There, engineers and developers
from Dactiv, Facebook, Google, Kolide, Trail of Bits, Uptycs, and other companies invested in
osquery, will support it under the new foundation: The osquery Foundation.
That's a good thing because while you may not have heard of osquery, many major
companies, such as Airbnb, Dropbox, Netflix, Palantir, Etsy, and Uber, rely on it. This project
needed a new lease on life.
How does it work? Osquery exposes server operating system as a high-performance relational
database. This allows you to write SQL-based queries to explore operating system data and
low level system information. In osquery, SQL tables represent abstract concepts such as
running processes, loaded kernel modules, open network connections, browser plugins,
hardware events or file hashes.These are kept in a SQLite DBMS.

Running Ubuntu on the One Mix Yoga 3 mini laptop (video) [3]

The One Mix Yoga 3 is a small laptop that features an 8.4 inch touchscreen display and a
convertible tablet-style design. It ships with Windows 10, but one of the first things I tried
doing with the tablet was to boot a GNU/Linux distribution.
I posted some notes about what happened when I took Ubuntu 19.04 for a spin on the One Mix
3 Yoga in my first-look article, but plenty of folks who watched my first look video on
YouTube asked for a video? so I made one of those too.

Cockroach and the Source Available Future [4] [Ed: The proprietary software giants-funded pundits like PedMonk on the
openwashing agenda ("Source Available"... like "Shared Source" or "Inner Source"). What a crock.]

Earlier this month, the database company Cockroach Labs relicensed its flagship database
product. This is notable for two reasons. Most obviously, the company is following in the
footsteps of several of its commercial open source database peers such as Confluent, Elastic,
MongoDB, Redis Labs and TimescaleDB that have felt compelled to apply licenses that are
neither open source nor, in most cases, traditionally proprietary.
But the relicensing of CockroachDB is also interesting because this isn?t the first time the
company has applied such a license.
In January of 2017, Cockroach Labs announced the introduction of what it called the
CockroachDB Community License (CCL). To the company?s credit, in the post announcing
this new license, it took pains to make it clear that the CCL, while making source code
available, was not in fact an open source license because it restricted redistribution. The CCL
essentially enforced a two tier, open core-type business model, in which a base version of the
database was made available under a permissive open source license (Apache) while certain
enterprise features were made available under the CCL, which essentially requires users of
these premium, enterprise-oriented features to pay for them.
With its recent relicensing, the original dual core model has been deprecated. Moving forward,
CockroachDB will be made available under two non-open source licenses ? which, as an aside
to Cockroach, presumably means that section 1B of the CCL probably needs to be updated.
The CCL will continue to govern the premium featureset, but the original open source
codebase will moving forward be governed by the Business Source License (BSL). Originally
released by MariaDB, the BSL is a source available license; a license that makes source code
for a project available, but places more restrictions upon its usage than is permitted by open
source licenses.

Welcoming the newest Collaborans! [5]

For many, June 21, day of the Solstice, is a day of celebrations. At Collabora, we're also
celebrating, as we take a moment to welcome all the newest members of our engineering and
administration teams who've joined over the last year!
Comprised of some of the most motivated and active Open Source contributors and
maintainers around the world, Collaborans share an enduring passion for technology and Open
Source, and these new joiners are no different.
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